Supplement: Revision of Transition Method to Operative Holding Company Framework
(Suspension of Company Separation of Pachislot/Pachinko Businesses and Separation of Sales Department Under Those Businesses)

ARUZE CORP. ("ARUZE" below) hereby discloses the following supplemental explanation regarding the press release entitled “Revision of Transition Method to Operative Holding Company Framework” disclosed on August 24, 2006. This supplement specifically concerns the trade name of ARUZE and its subsidiary ARUZE PREPARATORY CORPORATION.

Upon the effective date of a planned company separation (October 1, 2006), it was the intention of ARUZE to alter the trade name of the company to ARUZE HOLDINGS CO., LTD. and that of ARUZE PREPARATORY CORPORATION to ARUZE CORP. However, as detailed in the aforementioned press release, ARUZE will be suspending its plan to conduct a company separation. Therefore, the change in trade names scheduled for October 1, 2006 will no longer be carried out.

However, a change in trade names is under consideration for the purpose of facilitating the future transition to an operative holdings company framework.

Additionally, the proposed amendment to the Articles of Incorporation regarding ARUZE’S trade name, which was approved at the 33rd Annual General Meeting of Shareholders on June 29, 2006, will no longer be carried out. This scheduled amendment was explained under the item “Proposed Amendments 2” in the press release entitled “Notice Regarding Amendment of Part of the Articles of Incorporation,” which was disclosed by ARUZE on May 29, 2006.